
Gandhi the Man: How One Man Changed Himself to Change the World. Eknath Easwaran. 4.6 out of 5 stars 117. Verified Purchase. This book is light reading, and succeeds in capturing some of the essential quotes of Gandhi, including his beliefs in non-violence, and his dedication to satyagraha. It is beautifully presented and rich with photos and quotes from Gandhi. Readers who are looking for a wealth of biographical details should look elsewhere - to Louis Fischer's Gandhi: His Life and Message for the World, for example. Advanced readers will also find this to be a light (but fairly accurate) summary of his book. For the new initiate, or the first-time reader, however, this book would serve as This is the story of how Gandhi, an ineffective young lawyer, became the Mahatma, who led 400 million Indians in their nonviolent struggle for independence. Gandhi's life is both inspiring and baffling to modern readers. This biography gives a moving account of the turning points and choices in Gandhi's life that made him both a great leader and an icon of the transforming power of nonviolence. Easwaran grew up in Gandhi's India. This book has 70 digitally restored photographs, quotations from Gandhi's writings, and a detailed chronology with maps and background. This book conveys the spirit and soul of Gandhi â€“ the only way he can be truly understood. "You and I can touch Gandhi's person and heart through this compelling creation." "Gandhi, The Man" by Eknath Easwaran is an examination of the beginnings, inspiration, work and public and private life of Mahatma Gandhi. Easwaran is from a background very like Gandhi's, and so finds particular inspiration in his self-transformation. The book opens with the story of Gandhi's early life, his dismal performance as a student and social awkwardness, and moves through his education in England when his evolution begins. He recognizes that there are excesses without which his life is simpler and happier, even if he does not fit into a cultural ideal. Gandhi the Man book. Read 139 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. The world remembers Gandhi as a political leader who led his people...Â— Here Easwaran examines Gandhiâ€™s personal significance: how he transformed himself, and how we can apply his discoveries in a smaller way to resolve conflicts in our own lives. This intimate portrait shows how we can use Gandhiâ€™s example in the home, the workplace, and the commu. The world remembers Gandhi as a political leader who led his people to freedom without violence. Here Easwaran examines Gandhiâ€™s personal significance: how he transformed himself, and how we can apply his discoveries in a smaller way to resolve conflicts in our own lives. The mystery of Mohandas K. Gandhi resides in his transformation from a painfully shy boy, saddled with innumerable fears and intensely attached to his mother, to the man who is universally regarded as the great liberator of India. The Mahatma, who effected what could be called a milestone in the history of the human race, always had, as he said, shyness as his shield. Even the title â€œMahatmaâ€ made him uncomfortable: â€œOften the title has deeply pained me; and there is not a moment I can recall when it may be said to have tickled me.â€ Mahatma (maha + atma) means the great Soul, a very special h